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VersaCRM is a fully featured web-based CRM solution that helps you manage your client
relationships and contacts, including any correspondence, invitations to functions or events and
other forms of communication relating to your contacts. VersaCRM is designed to make your life
easier by providing a more intuitive user interface, clean database design and powerful database
back-end. VersaCRM's intelligent cross-referenced data model means that relational Contacts,
Organizations and Functions data is not isolated and disparate, allowing for full entity relationship
matching and giving you the power to profile your data more effectively. Features of VersaCRM
include: ￭ Powerful, professional grade Contacts Management ￭ Assign Multiple Addresses To
Contacts And Organizations ￭ Assign Contacts To Multiple Organizations ￭ Track Organization Or
Individual Contact Correspondence ￭ Manage Functions And Events ￭ Schedule Record
Maintenance ￭ Data Mining - versaReporting Dashboard ￭ Flexible Security Model - Groups &
Users Based ￭ VersaCrm is not your ordinary CRM solution. Instead, it has been designed to work
as a desktop application, providing the benefits of an intuitive interface with the latest
advancements in browser technology. It provides a browser-based interface with the ability to
search contacts, messages, records and other data using your contacts and organizations.
Integration with the SRS (Contact, Organization and Function modules) module, allows you to view
and manage your Contacts, Organizations and Functions from the same screen. ￭ Resolve Conflicts
- VersaCRM automatically fixes and resolves any duplicates across your data, allowing you to
cleanse your data of duplicates or conflicting data. ￭ Export & Import Data - Provides the ability to
export contacts to Outlook, as well as import contacts from Outlook. ￭ Printable Contacts -
Printable Contacts are stored in a PDF format and made available for printing. ￭ Printable Groups -
Printable Groups are stored in a PDF format and made available for printing. ￭ VersaCRM is a
highly scalable solution, allowing you to add and remove Contacts, Organizations and Functions at
your own pace. ￭ It also supports all the functions of other VersaCRM modules. ￭ Data mining -
VersaCRM dashboards are fully customizable and allow you to view and filter your Contacts,
Organizations and
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The Rinzo XML Editor has an active and receptive user base, and now they can enjoy it even more.
The Rinzo XML Editor has become more responsive, with the addition of user feedback and a
faster, more efficient overall system. The Rinzo XML Editor is the best way to edit and create XML
documents on the web. Rinzo XML Editor has an active and receptive user base, and now they can
enjoy it even more. There is no better way to build quality XML documents than with Rinzo XML
Editor. Rinzo XML Editor uses the powerful tools of the.NET Framework, including XSLT and
XPath to let you edit XML documents. In addition to the usual XML editing capabilities, Rinzo XML
Editor comes with a set of features that are sure to give you the control you need to create quality
XML documents. Rinzo XML Editor has an active and receptive user base, and now they can enjoy
it even more. With the update, Rinzo XML Editor comes with faster performance and an updated
user interface. It also has a set of features that are sure to give you the control you need to create
quality XML documents. From editing and transforming XML documents, to viewing and extracting
data, you can do it all with the Rinzo XML Editor. In addition to the normal editing capabilities,
Rinzo XML Editor comes with a set of features that are sure to give you the control you need to
create quality XML documents. Key Features: ✔ Edit and transform XML documents ✔ View and
extract XML data ✔ Use code snippets ✔ Use XSLT stylesheets ✔ Make any document well-formed ✔
Support for XSLT and XPath The Rinzo XML Editor has an active and receptive user base, and now
they can enjoy it even more. This is because now Rinzo XML Editor is more responsive, with the



addition of user feedback and a faster, more efficient overall system. What's New in This Release: ✔
User feedback - Rinzo XML Editor now displays user feedback during the XML editor and code
snippets as you enter data or code. ✔ Faster, more efficient overall system - Rinzo XML Editor now
uses the latest version of the.NET Framework, making Rinzo XML Editor faster and more efficient
overall. ￭ Thin Client Technology (100% Web-based) ￭ Powerful Contacts Management ￭ Assign
Multiple Addresses To Contacts And 2edc1e01e8
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VersaCRM is a flexible and powerful Web Browser delivered CRM solution for managing corporate
Contacts, Organizations, Functions and Events related data. versaCRM includes the ability to track
all correspondence, including invitations to functions and events, as well as other forms of
communication relating to your Contacts. versaCRM's intelligent cross referenced design model
means that relational Contact & Organization data is not isolated and disparate, allowing for full
entity relationship matching and giving you the power to profile your data more effectively.
VersaCRM is a web browser that allows you manage your clients. Based on the Microsoft.NET
Framework, versaCRM provides a flexible and scalable solution for managing contact data.
versaCRM takes advantage of the latest advancements in browser technology to provide a more
intuitive user interface. versaCRM combines a browser-based interface with a database back-end,
globally accessible system. What makes versaCRM stand out from the crowd is its unique 'look and
feel'. Although a browser-based application, versaCRM does not look like a traditional Webpage.
Instead, it has been designed to work as a desktop application, providing the benefits of an
intuitive interface with the latest advancements in browser technology. ￭ Thin Client Technology
(100% Web-based) ￭ Powerful Contacts Management ￭ Assign Multiple Addresses To Contacts And
Organizations ￭ Assign Contacts To Multiple Organizations ￭ Track Organization Or Individual
Contact Correspondence ￭ Support For Document Attachments ￭ Manage Functions And Events ￭
Schedule Record Maintenance ￭ Data Mining - versaReporting Dashboard ￭ Flexible Security
Model - Groups & Users Based Features include: ￭ Support For Document Attachments ￭ Assign
Multiple Addresses To Contacts And Organizations ￭ Track Organization Or Individual Contact
Correspondence ￭ Manage Functions And Events ￭ Schedule Record Maintenance ￭ Flexible
Security Model - Groups & Users Based VersaCRM Description: VersaCRM is a flexible and
powerful Web Browser delivered CRM solution for managing corporate Contacts, Organizations,
Functions and Events related data. versaCRM includes the ability to track all correspondence,
including invitations to functions and events, as well as other forms of communication relating to
your Contacts. versaCRM's intelligent cross referenced design model means that relational Contact
& Organization data is not isolated
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What's New In?

this update adds the following updates: ￭ Schema and Data Mapping Tools ￭ ￭ Alerts -
Enhancements in Alerts Setup and Reporting ￭ Search & Replication - Enhancement in Data
Search ￭ Index and Replication - Enhancements in Index Settings ￭ Consolidated UI -
Configuration and Options Moved to the Left-Side Panel Description: Please note: We are only able
to provide Support For VersaCRM Versions 4.1.x and earlier Versions. VersaCRM Versions 4.2.x
and above are not supported. Version 4.1.7 Release Date: 11-01-2013 What's New in This Release
￭ Fixed an issue where existing contacts were not appearing in the Contact List ￭ Fixed a bug
where a user using multiple VersaCRM instances would not be able to change version of
VersaCRM running on their server. Description: This is a new release of VersaCRM that includes
numerous enhancements. This is the first release of VersaCRM that can be installed and run on
MacOSX Server 8.0. The installation process and setup instructions for MacOSX Server 8.0 have
been updated. What's New in This Release ￭ Added data backup support for the new MacOSX
Server 8.0 ￭ Added ability to set the default folder for email messages on the contact history page
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￭ Fixed bug where some of the new improvements in organization data would disappear from the
Contact List page Description: With VersaCRM 2.4, we are adding a very important feature to the
VersaCRM program. With VersaCRM 2.4, you can add a Task (Add New or Edit New) to any
Contacts, Documents, and Events you wish. This enables you to add tasks to events, and events to
tasks in VersaCRM. This will allow you to create events on the fly, and add it to your events list
without having to manually edit the event. This will also enable you to add a task to any event you
may have on your tasks list. This will save you a lot of time. Version: 2.4.2 Release Date:
09-26-2013 What's New in This Release ￭ Added facility to add tasks to events or events to tasks. ￭
Fixed an issue where the values of some fields were not shown in the edit dialog box ￭ Fixed an
issue where some of the new improvements in organization data would disappear from the Contact
List page ￭ Fixed an issue where some of the new improvements in



System Requirements:

Operating System: Windows XP Service Pack 3 Processor: Intel Pentium IV 1.6 GHz or faster
Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: 256MB DirectX 9.0c compatible video card Additional Notes:
Minimum system requirements are based on recommended hardware. Your actual system
configuration and resources may result in lower performance.Saturday, May 11, 2013 Australian
Trade Minister Simon Crean has announced that Brunei will be able to purchase new military and
security equipment from Australia, including F-35 fighter jets, after Brunei lifted its
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